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Abstract
Purpose-The purpose of this paper is to study and identify the effective components of higher education
marketing and providing a marketing model for Iranian higher education private sector institutions.
Design/methodology/ approach- This study is a qualitative research. For identifying the effective components of
higher education marketing and providing a marketing model the thematic analysis was used. First all the themes
related to higher education marketing from the research references were collected and was analyzed by template
analysis and thematic network methods.
Findings-The results of thematic analysis revealed that there are 2 dominant themes, 13 global themes, 40
organizing themes and 503 basic themes related to higher education marketing. The relationships between these
themes are provided as a marketing model for Iranian private sector higher educational institutions.
Originality/value-There are few studies of higher education marketing in the Iranian higher education market.
This study provides useful information about effective components of higher education marketing and marketing
models.
Keywords: higher education, marketing, thematic analysis, private higher education
1. Introduction
Development of education and higher education is one of the main indexes for evaluating the economic, social,
political and cultural growth of countries. During the last few decades the role and structure of higher education
has significantly changed throughout the world (Teichler, 1988). Increasing access to higher education has
always been the strategy for human resource development in Iran. For the same reason the first private university,
Islamic Azad University, was established in 1982 after the Islamic revolution in Iran. Today there are 4.5 million
students studying at 2515 universities and higher education institutions in Iran (Iran’s scientific information,
2012). The extension of private higher education and reduction in applicants for education is the reason of
increasing competition in higher education market for example; the number of applicants of further education
has fallen 22.5% over the last 12 years while the statistics indicates growing in the number of institutions at the
same period. In such circumstances which students are facing a wide range of options, private higher education
institutions have no other choice but to resort to marketing ideas (Ming, 2005). This article tries to create an
insight to educational marketing and provide a proper model for marketing private higher educational institutions
specifically Islamic Azad University to assist them in developing effective marketing strategies. So the research
questions are:
1)

What are the components of marketing higher education?

2)

What marketing model is applicable for Iranian private higher education institutions?

1.1 Higher Education in Iran
Higher education mainly includes the trainings leading to the academic degree in Iran. The active educational
institutions in Iranian higher education system according to the information from the website of The Ministry of
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Science, Research and Technology:
•

Public Sector

Supplying trained and skilled human resources is the duty of the Ministry of Science Research and Technology
however other ministries and executive agencies participate in training skilled human resources in Iran. By
transferring the medical education in 1985, to the Ministry of Health and Medical Education all duties and
responsibilities of the Ministry of Science Research and Technology were transferred to the new department. At
present in addition to universities and higher education institutions related to the Ministry of Science, Research
and Technology and the Ministry of Health and Medical Education (MOHME) other educational centers educate
students by permission of the above ministries. For example in order to straightening technical and vocational
education and training skilled manpower needed for industries like mining, agriculture and. Elmi-Karbordi
University was established in 1992. This sort of education and training is organized by collaboration with
executive agencies, departments and ministries which employs students.
•

Private Sector

In order to increase public participation in higher education services and reducing the financial burden of the
government, private sector established higher educational institutions including:
-

Islamic Azad University

The first private university after Islamic revolution established in 1982 in Iran. This university has a total of 408
active branches in over 110 cities in the country and some educational centers overseas.
-

Nongovernmental and Nonprofit higher educational institutions

The experience of Islamic Azad University and private sector interest to participating in higher education led to
the approval the regulations for university establishment in 1985. Now there are 340 educational institutions
working in this part of educational system.
-

Distance Learning

Payam-e-Noor University was established in 1987 with this aim to upgrading the scientific and cultural condition
of the country. This university made education possible for employed or household applicants. The main aim of
this university is to provide suitable education opportunities for people who live in remote areas of the country
with a reasonable cost.
1.2 Educational Marketing
The history of private education institutions throughout the world demonstrate that although the development of
these institutions began in the late 80’s (Levey, 2010) but in countries such as USA, Japan and Latin America
these institutions have a long working background. For example until the late nineteenth century higher
education in USA was generally dependent on the private sector (Chronister, 1980; Thelin, 2011).
Private sector participation in higher education in South East Asian countries such as Korea, Japan, Malaysia and
Philippines is clearly evident. For example about 90 percent of students in these countries enrol in private higher
educational institutions (Altbach, 1999). Altbach et al. (2009) stated that private sector had the highest growth
among the different sectors of higher education in Central and Eastern European countries after 90’s and the fall
of Soviet Union.
The private sector of higher education in Africa has improved in comparison to other sectors of higher education
and such a rapid growth has been seen in Latin American countries. In most of these countries the number of
students who enrol in private sector of higher education is about one-third of total registration for education
(Kinser et al., 2010).
Higher education in the world has been affected by many changes regarding to supply and demand for
educational services and higher educational institutions are in a condition which forced them to look for a
solution to solve their problems. Changes in higher education in the public and private sectors have been
investigated by many researchers such as Maringe and Gibbs (2009) and Levy (2003, 2006). These changes have
increased the competition in higher education market and lead to development and expansion of the private
sector educational institutions.
Maringe and Gibbs (2009) found that higher education has become a commodity in European knowledge based
societies which can be sold by using marketing tools.
Contemporary marketing can be defined as a managerial and social process so that groups and individuals that
have a need or demand can get what they want by creating and exchanging products, services, ideas or rights
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with other groups and individuals (Kotler & Fox, 1995). Marketing is a managerial process which needs
planning, analyzing, resource allocating, monitoring and investment to provide customer needs (Brassington,
2006). Marketing clears the organizational objectives, policy integration and effective utilization of resources
with the aim of achieving customer satisfaction.
Theories and concepts which were applicable in commercial marketing gradually have been used by some
universities to gain competitive advantage. Marketing application in providing educational services is known as
Educational Marketing (Wonder & Gyure, 1991).
Higher educational marketing means that managers of educational institutions should ensure that their strategic
plans cover the educational needs of their customers with a reasonable cost (Further Educational Funding
Council, 1998).
2. Methodology
Qualitative research in social science has significantly increased. For obtaining useful and meaningful results in
qualitative researches data should be analyzed systematically but there are few analytical tools in this area. The
growth in use of qualitative analysis is encouraging but the need to developed analytical tools still exists (Braun
& Clark, 2006; Attride-Stirling, 2001).
2.1 Thematic Analysis
Thematic Analysis is a common and general skill in qualitative analysis. In fact, thematic analysis is the first
method that a researcher should learn. This method provides basic skills for most qualitative analysis (Holloway
& Todres, 2003). Boyatizis (1998) introduces it not as a specific method but as a proper tool for different
analytical methods. However Braun and Clark (2006) believe that the thematic analysis should be considered as
specific method which flexibility is its feature. Thematic analysis contains a wide range of skills and methods. In
thematic analysis process, according to the aim and questions of the research, proper analytical methods can be
used.
2.2 The Nature of Theme
One of the basic discussions in thematic analysis is “Theme”. The methodological literature does not refer to this
concept and mostly it is mentioned as a pattern which indicates an interesting point about the research and is
recognized by common sense. Theme indicates important information about the data and research questions and
it somewhat shows the concept of existing pattern in data collection (Braun & Clark, 2006). Theme is a pattern
which can be found in data and at least, it describes and organizes the observation and at most it interprets the
aspects of phenomenon (Boyatizis, 1988). Theme is a repetitive and diverse feature in the text which researcher
believes it represents specific understanding about research questions (King & Horrocks, 2010).
2.3 Data Collection and Analysis
Investigations have showed that educational marketing is a new marketing subject in many countries and there
wasn’t significant research literature in this area in Iran so all the collected themes used in this research were
obtained from the following sources:
-

Research papers published in scientific websites such as Emerald, Science direct and Elsevier.

-

Books related to marketing and educational marketing: Marketing higher education, Theory and Practice by
Marinage and Gibbs (2009) and Marketing Management by Rosta et al. ( 2012)

-

Universities strategic planning and marketing strategies from their website such as Khorasghan Azad
University Strategic planning (2010-2014), UM Malaysia strategic planning (2011-2015), Marketing
program of Mc Person collage (2010-2014)

-

Doctoral dissertations in Educational Marketing such as: Understanding student choice of university and
marketing strategies in Syrian private higher education by Al-Fattal (2010) and A higher education
marketing perspective on choice factors and information sources considered by South African first year
university students by Wise (2008).

In this research, for answering the research questions, Template Analysis and Thematic network method is used:
-

Template Analysis seeks for highlighted themes in different levels in a text and categorizes them into basic
themes, organizing themes and global themes.

-

Thematic network draws the different level themes like a web network which the highlighted themes and
the relationship between them are clearly shown (Attride-Stirling, 2001).
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2.4 Reliability of Research
To assess validity of the research, global themes, organizing themes and basic themes were selected according to
the research questions and literature from research references. Besides a group of experts were asked to give
their comments and guidelines on the extracted themes. Reliability of the research was calculated by Holesti
method with the equation 1.
PAO = 2M/(n1+n2)

→ PAO = (2*485)/(503+485) = 98%

(1)

Where PAO is the reliability of the research, M is the number of agreements in themes in two phases of the
theme coding, n1 is the number of themes in first phase of theme coding and n2 is the number of themes in
second phase of theme coding (coding reviewed by experts). Value of PAO = 98% shows that the result of
research has a high reliability.
2.5 Analyzing the Research Data
According to the marketing definition presented by American Marketing Association in 2004, marketing is
creating, providing a value and managing customer’s relationship. In this research the mentioned references were
studied carefully with this aim to find the themes relating to:
•

Creating and providing a value to customers

•

Customers relationship Management

•

Marketing models used by universities

First, all the themes related to creating and providing value to customers were extracted from about 66 references
containing research papers, university strategic plans, universities websites and doctoral dissertations. Then the
basic themes were reviewed and repeated themes were omitted from the list. The same thing was done with
themes related to Customer’s relationship management and Marketing models used by universities. In Table 1
global themes related to research questions and their abundance in the research references are shown:
Table1. Global themes of the research
Research questions

Global theme

What are the components of marketing higher education?

Higher education marketing models

Abundance

Universities educational planning’s

54

Costs & students financial issues

60

Place of the university

14

Universities facilities & services

53

University promotion

32

Universities processes

39

Universities staffs & faculty members

18

Creating relationship with customers

53

Customer satisfaction

16

Marketing mix model

206

Jackson university choice model

21

Chapman university choice model

32

Higher education student choice model

57

As it is shown in Table 1, 52% of global themes of the research are related to the components of marketing
higher education and 48% of the global themes are related to marketing models used by universities. It shows
that references of this research emphasis more on components of marketing higher education.
2.6 Components of Marketing Higher Education
As it was mentioned before, private sector higher educational institutions are in competition for new students’
enrolment. Components of higher education marketing have been studied by researchers such as Naude and Ivy
(1999). In this research all the themes related to components of higher education marketing were studied and
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according to thematic analysis,
a
compponents of higgher educationn marketing arre shown in F
Figure 1. Literature
review andd research refeerences have rrevealed that tthe effective components off marketing higgher education
n are:
Universitiees educationall planning’s, C
Costs and studdents financiaal issues, Place of the university, Universities
facilities & services, University
U
promotion, Universities processes, Universiities staffs & faculty mem
mbers,
Customerss relationship management
m
annd Customer ssatisfaction.

Figure 1. Thematic Network related tto componentss of marketingg higher educattion
o
theemes related to creating andd providing vaalue to custom
mers and mana
aging
In Table 22, global and organizing
relationshiip with custom
mers is shown. Among thesee components educational coosts and studennts financial isssues
are the moost abundant.
Table 2. G
Global and orgaanizing themess related to thee first question of research
G
Global
Theme
Themes related to creating and providing a value to
customers

What are the components of marketing higher
education?

Researchh
questionns

Universitiies
educational plaanning’s

Costs & studdents
financial isssues

P
Place
of the uniiversity

Orgganizing Them
me

Abund
dance

Varrity of academiic courses

19
9

Currriculum structture

12
2

Studdent exchangee program

4

Quaality of teachinng

13
3

Possibility in chooosing teachingg method

6

Marrketing approaach of the univversity

6

Cosst of educationn

15
5

Cosst of living

9

Finaancial aid or discount in tuitiion fees

10
0

Avaailability of schholarship

8

Empployment persspective

8

Avaailability of paart time job whhile studying

4

Loccation of the unniversity

9
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University and dormitories attractiveness

5

Universities educational facilities

21

Access to computer facilities

5

Sport facilities

9

Creation the technological parks in university

2

Providing good quality services to students

16

University reputation

15

University safety

7

Student union activities

7

University promotion by others

3

Job search for graduates

5

Deploying learning organization elements

8

University research approach

15

Quality of university management

11

Faculty academic reputation

14

Empowering faculty and staff

4

Creating relationship with prospect students
through press

7

Creating relationship with prospect students
through website

13

Printing booklets about the university

7

Creating relationship with prospect students
through visiting the schools

4

Creating relationship with prospect students and
their families through open days visit from
university

8

Participation in scientific conferences

5

Reporting the university output

4

Reporting the research output

2

University participation in social activities

3

Introducing universities abilities

8

Identifying student needs

4

Providing consultancy services

4

2.7 Higher Education Marketing Models
Marketing models are used by universities for planning their marketing strategies. In this research, themes
related to marketing models used by universities and universities marketing strategies were studied and four
models of marketing higher education were identified. As it is shown in Table 1 about 48% of the research
themes are related to marketing models and among these models Marketing Mix model is the most abundant one.
In some cases the models were similar to each other but were introduced by different names. The thematic
analysis of themes related to marketing models is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. T
Thematic netw
work related too marketing moodels
In Table 3 global themees and organizzing themes reelated to marketing models aare shown. Thhematic analyssis of
marketing models descriibes the imporrtant factors inn marketing higgher educationn. Many researrchers have stu
udied
marketing strategies andd proposed maarketing modeels such as Kootler and Fox (1995) who prroposed Mark
keting
Mix modeel for higher edducation markeeting.
Table 3. G
Global and orgaanizing themess related to maarketing models

Higher education marketing models

Marrketing mix model
m

Jackkson universityy choice modeel

Chaapman universsity choice moddel

Higgher
moddel

educatioon

student

choice

1.

Program

54

2.

Price

48

3.

Promotioon

32

4.

People

28

5.

Prospectuus

9

6.

Prominennce

21

7.

Place

14

8.

Physical facilities

37

1.

Preferencce

8

2.

Exclusionn

6

3.

Evaluatioon

7

1.

Student C
Characteristicss

6

2.

Significaant Persons

4

3.

College E
Efforts to Com
mmunicate withh Students

8

4.

College C
Characteristicss

14

1.

Need recognition

11

2.

Informatiion search

16

3.

Alternativve evaluation

8

4.

Decision & enrollment

12

5.

Post enroollment evaluattion

10
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3. Conclussion
Analysing the componennts of higher eeducation markketing revealedd by the researrch, allowed uss to design a model
m
for marketting higher eduucation instituttions in Iran thhat is presentedd in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Maarketing modell for Iran’s privvate higher eduucation
m
with a vview to markeeting higher eeducation in Irran, universitiees should focu
us on
As it is shhown in the model,
creating annd providing value
v
and manaaging its relatioonship with itss customers. A
According to thhe presented model,
m
universitiees have to deveelop their markketing strategiees by considerring the follow
wing main compponents:
•

Finanncial componeents which conntain all the faactors related too financial staatus of a studennt like tuition fees,
cost oof living, scholarship, financcial aid or discoount in tuitionn fees and …

•

Envirronmental com
mponents whicch contain facttors related to location of thee university, attractiveness of
o the
univeersity and …

•

Teachhing & learninng componentts that includee factors relateed to Universsities educationnal planning’ss like
variety of academicc courses, currriculum structuure, quality of tteaching and …

•

Facilities & servicees componentss including uniiversities educcational facilitiies, access to ccomputer facillities,
univeersity sport faccilities and quaality of servicees providing to students.

•

Prom
motional components which include all thhe universitiess features and activities in ppresenting itse
elf to
socieety like the univversity reputattion, universityy safety, studennt union activiities and …

•

Custoomers relationnship managem
ment which meeans communiicating with prospect studennts in any way
y and
by anny means like press, printingg booklets, meeetings, radio and TV intervviews , particiipation in scien
ntific
confeerences, univerrsities open daays meetings annd …

•

Custoomer satisfactiion componennt identifies thee needs of studdents and triess to make the ccustomers satiisfied
with the received seervices.

4. Recomm
mendations
Due to thee importance of higher educaation marketingg the followingg recommendaations are givenn:
•

The pproposed markketing model has been developed basingg on the data aanalysis of thiis research so it is
recom
mmended to design
d
a questtionnaire for ttesting the vaalidity of the m
model and to study the relation
betweeen the variablles of the quesstionnaire.

•

It is rrecommended to use other rresearch methoods such as Case study, Herrmeneutic metthod and Grou
unded
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theory for higher educational marketing.
•

It is recommended to held conferences and seminars about marketing higher education in the country and
invites successful university managers in the field of educational marketing form other countries to share
ideas and use from their experiences.

•

It is recommended that university managers take marketing courses to shape their view to their job as an
educational service provider.
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